
 

 

                         AIR SHOWS and MAJOR EVENTS 
 
                      PUBLIC PROGRAMS AND SHOW PRESENTATION 
                                 Senior Management and Leadership Role  
                Reporting directly to CEO – based at Avalon Airport, Geelong VIC 
 
AMDA Foundation Limited is an Australian not-for-profit organisation established to promote the 
development of aviation and Australia’s industrial resources in the fields of aviation, aerospace, 
maritime, defence and security through international expositions and forums, world-class air shows, 
STEM/Work-Paths programs and major public events promoting community interest and 
engagement. 
The high-profile AVALON Australian International Air Show and Aerospace & Defence Exposition is 
AMDA’s hallmark public and industry presentation and universally recognised as one of the world’s 
great air shows. One of the largest and most complex major events regularly held in Australia, it 
features extensive public air-and-ground displays (and a wide variety of attractions for enthusiasts 
and the public) as well as a signature international aerospace industry exposition. AMDA’s other 
cornerstone industry events are the Indo Pacific International Maritime Exposition, the Land Forces 
International Exposition and the RotorTech Helicopter & Unmanned Flight Exposition. 

Offering a uniquely challenging senior-management opportunity in air shows, major public events, 
WORKPATHS/careers/skills/STEM presentations and public engagement programs, interest is sought 
from suitably experienced, dynamic and proven team-leaders to manage and coordinate the 
conceptualisation, thematic direction, creative development, display content, theatrical production, 
show presentation, program coordination, entrepreneurial commercialisation, participant relations 
and marketing of air shows, work-paths presentations and public programs. 

The role is responsible for engagement with civil and military participants; professional performers; 
historic and veteran aircraft, air sport, special-interest, private/recreational aviation associations; 
special-interest or enthusiast (aviation and non-aviation) participant, performer, re-enactment or 
display groups; museums and historic societies; educational/training and careers/skilling 
promotional organisations; and, science/technology/STEM advancement institutions. Close 
collaboration is required with other AMDA units (event operations, support services, venue facilities, 
technical and aeronautical operations being provided by other specialist AMDA teams). 

A background in aviation, the military or the defence industry would be useful - but not essential 
(although strong interest, sound knowledge and enthusiasm are required). A passion for publicly 
promoting community awareness of the importance of aviation, defence, industry and technology 
for Australia, as well as work-paths, skilling and career opportunities is essential. Experience in air 
shows, entertainment spectaculars, theatrical productions, festivals, major sporting or other public 
events would be well regarded. Creativity, management, leadership and people skills are essential. 

 
              Expressions of interest in strict confidence initially to grouphead@amda.com.au 
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